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Abstract
Video carving has become an essential tool in digital forensics. Video carving enables recovery of deleted video
files from hard disks. Processing data to extract videos is a computationally intensive task. In this paper we present
two methods to accelerate video carving: a method to accelerate fragment extraction, and a method to accelerate
combining of these fragments into video segments. Simulation results show that complexity of video fragment
extraction can be reduced by as much as 75% with minimal impact on the videos recovered.
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Introduction
Video carving, the process of recovering video from unallocated disk space, has become an essential tool in digital
forensics [1, 2, 3]. There has been some prior work on video carving including open source tools such as Defraser.
Hard disk capacity has continued to increase and 1 TB disks are now common on consumer grade laptops and PCs.
As the disk capacity grows, the complexity of video carving grows as the amount of unallocated space also grows.
In this paper we present algorithms to accelerate video carving.
Related work
Defraser is a forensic analysis application that can be used to detect full and partial multimedia files in data streams
[8]. It is typically used to find (and restore) complete or partial video files in data streams (for instance, unallocated
disk space). Defraser offers many tools to analyze a given video segment. It separates all the headers of a given
video. It displays the size of each Sequence, GOP, Picture and Slice. It also displays the type of each picture i.e.
whether it is a I , B or a P frame. It offers an option of selecting keyframes in a video.
Our approach differs significantly from that used by Defraser. The first and foremost difference is that Defraser
employs byte-by-byte scanning. This greatly increases the processing time. To speed up fragment detection, we have
used a smart skipping approach to skip some of the slice data in various pictures. This eliminates the need for byteby-byte analysis and thus helps in reducing processing time. While skipping byte processing accelerates video
carving, it might lead to unidentified frames/fragments; this is a tradeoff that can be set according to the
requirements of users. A user can decide the amount of data loss which is acceptable to him while at the same time
avail a proportional decrease in the processing time required.
The second important distinction between Defraser and our approach is our use of probabilistic methods to
recombine the fragments. The recombination of fragments is done on the basis of picture size and picture type. This
greatly reduces the "false hits" issue which is a major drawback of Defraser.
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Video Carving Problem
In video carving, we extract video data from the disk to be analyzed and then further process it in a byte-by-byte
fashion. Video data is a structured bitstream with the header bits defining the semantics of the bits that follow. Every
byte of unallocated space has to be examined to identify video headers and construct video fragments. This is very
time consuming if the size of the disk is large and many videos are stored on it. In the following discussion we
present methods tested on MPEG-2 video, which can be easily extended to other video formats with minimal effort.
Fragment Detection
The first step of our approach is classifying the recovered data as video or non-video. If the data is non-video then
we can totally ignore it. If it is video data, only then we further analyze it. Thus by not analyzing all of the recovered
data we can save a significant amount of time.
To speed up fragment detection, we have used a smart skipping approach to skip some of the slice data in various
pictures namely I pictures, P pictures and B pictures. This eliminates the need for byte-by-byte analysis and thus
helps in reducing processing time. In this method, video headers are first identified using byte parsing. This step
identifies video frames and sub-frames (slices). The size of the last parsed frame is used to estimate the size of the
next frame and to determine the number of bytes to be skipped before repeating the byte parsing. While skipping
byte processing accelerates video carving, it might lead to unidentified frames/fragments; this is a tradeoff that can
be set according to the requirements of users. A user can decide the amount of data loss which is acceptable to him
while at the same time avail a proportional decrease in the processing time required. Figure 1 shows the results of
smart skipping. AS sh own in Figure 1.a, skipping in just Intra frames reduces the complexity by about 18% while
missing the detection of 0.6 % of frames. I frames are a small portion of video (typically one every 15 frames) and
complexity reduction is proportional. The gains in complexity with smart skipping applied to P, B, and all frames
are shown in Figures 1.b, 1.c, and 1.d respectively. As the number of bytes skipped increases, processing time
decreases, and this also results in some missed picture boundaries in a video. The results show that we can reduce
the parsing time by almost 75% without a significant loss in frames detected.
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Figure 1. Complexity reduction in fragment extraction

(d)

Fragment Recombination
Fragment recombination is essential for proper reconstruction of videos so that they can be used as evidence.
Consider a scenario where there are N videos on a disk which are divided into M fragments (M>N). For a fragment
of interest there are many possible fragments which can follow to it but there is only one right fragment. Identifying
the correct fragment using exhaustive search method entails performing a continuity test (e.g., decodability using a
standard decoder) for each pair of fragments in the set. This gives rise to a computational complexity of the order of
N2. We have developed fast algorithms that reduce the number of fragment pairs to be evaluated for continuity.
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for continuity. With picture type probabilities, we can reduce the fragment pairs to be evaluated to 14 from the
original 34. When we add frame size probabilities, the fragment pair candidates are reduced to around 7. This
amounts to about 80% reduction in complexity compared to brute force method.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a new approach to accelerating video carving by exploiting the structure of video. MPEg-2 video was
used in the experiments. Results show that the complexity of fragment detection and fragment combination cab be
significantly reduced by employing the proposed methods. These methods can be adopted to other video formats for
similar gains in complexity reduction.
As an extension of this work, we will employ higher level color analysis to further distinguish between several
seemingly possible fragments in order to avoid making mistakes while reconstructing the video. This may be the
case when there are a large number of videos on a disk and thus the set of possible fragments to choose from is very
large.
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